By searching the title, publisher, or authors of the book you want, you can discover them rapidly. In the house, you can search the title, publisher, or authors of any book that you might be interested in. This approach uses current research to help readers diagnose, design, develop, and sequence a treatment plan. Expert guidance from both authors walks readers through postgraduate students with an option in accounting and finance and will be highly useful for professional accounting students. Eddie McLaney is a Visiting Fellow in investments. The new edition has a strong real-world focus, exploring the theories surrounding financial decision-making and relating these theories to what happens in the real business world. Key features: An extensive range of up-to-date real-world examples Examination of the divergences between theory and practice Expanded explanations of complex theories Comprehensive coverage of the latest international issues Clear design and pedagogical features for enhanced readability and quick reference. The book is highly focused on finance and business management courses. It is also appropriate for business students who want to prepare for the CFA examination. The book is highly focused on finance and business management courses. It is also appropriate for business students who want to prepare for the CFA examination. The Cambridge History of Sixteenth-Century Music

Part of the seminal Cambridge History of Music series, this volume departs from standard histories of early modern Western music in two important ways. First, it overturns the traditional emphasis on the role of the church. Second, it takes the view that the history of music is the history of the music business. As a result, this volume explores the ways in which music was used and its role in the economy. The first part of the book focuses on the music business in the sixteenth century, while the second part covers the music business in the seventeenth century. The Cambridge History of Sixteenth-Century Music is a major contribution to the history of music business.

McKee's Textbook of Prosthodontics

This is a comprehensive, user-friendly text that offers dental students and practitioners an excellent opportunity to understand the basic principles of fixed prosthodontics. This text provides a strong foundation in basic science, followed by practical step-by-step clinical applications. Procedures are presented in an organized, systematic format, now in full-color. The book is written in an easy-to-comprehend-and-remember style, the clinical and laboratory aspects are clearly explained with the use of many illustrations. This book provides a strong basis for the development of a comprehensive understanding of prosthodontics.

Web Application Development: By Aladin D'Costa - 2021-02-11

This is a comprehensive, user-friendly text that offers dental students and practitioners an excellent opportunity to understand the basic principles of fixed prosthodontics. This text provides a strong foundation in basic science, followed by practical step-by-step clinical applications. Procedures are presented in an organized, systematic format, now in full-color. The book is written in an easy-to-comprehend-and-remember style, the clinical and laboratory aspects are clearly explained with the use of many illustrations. This book provides a strong basis for the development of a comprehensive understanding of prosthodontics.

The Standard of Excellence in Dentistry: By Aladin D’Costa - 2021-02-11

This is a comprehensive, user-friendly text that offers dental students and practitioners an excellent opportunity to understand the basic principles of fixed prosthodontics. This text provides a strong foundation in basic science, followed by practical step-by-step clinical applications. Procedures are presented in an organized, systematic format, now in full-color. The book is written in an easy-to-comprehend-and-remember style, the clinical and laboratory aspects are clearly explained with the use of many illustrations. This book provides a strong basis for the development of a comprehensive understanding of prosthodontics.
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